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ABSTRACT
This research presents a 3D gestural interface for collabo-
rative concatenative sound synthesis and audio mosaicing.
Our goal is to improve the communication between the au-
dience and performers by means of an enhanced correlation
between gestures and musical outcome. Nuvolet consists of
a 3D motion controller coupled to a concatenative synthe-
sis engine. The interface detects and tracks the perform-
ers hands in four dimensions (x,y,z,t) and allows them to
concurrently explore two or three-dimensional sound cloud
representations of the units from the sound corpus, as well
as to perform collaborative target-based audio mosaicing.
Nuvolet is included in the Esmuc Laptop Orchestra catalog
for forthcoming performances.

Keywords
concatenative synthesis, audio mosaicing, open-air inter-
face, gestural controller, musical instrument, 3D

1. INTRODUCTION
Direct manipulation of sound through visual representa-
tions, either by gestural, haptic or GUI-based interaction,
takes advantage of well established audio representation
techniques. By incorporating this paradigm, intuitiveness
and easiness of use of such interfaces are maximized. Within
this context, content-based navigation and retrieval of audio
through scatter plots have become commonplace in MIR-
based applications. For instance, Coleman[4] proposes a
method for personal sample library exploration based on
the analysis of event-synchronous audio segments extracted
from a user’s digital music collection. Janer[6] presented
a sound object browser that allows the user to preview
and select the desired target to assign to each step in a
looped sequence. Some unit navigation systems for con-
catenative synthesis and audio mosaicing environments will
be reviewed in Section 2.1.
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Nuvolet adds an interaction layer to CataRT1. CataRT is
a real-time corpus-based concatenative synthesis environ-
ment for MaxMSP. It has been developed at the IRCAM
by D. Schwarz[15], and allows the user to freely navigate
scatter plots of sound corpuses as well as performing target-
based audio mosaicing. While there are some cataRT-based
systems designed for laptop ensembles (p.ex. Catork2), our
research is focused on on-stage gestuality to convey expres-
siveness and intelligibility to the sound exploration process.

Nuvolet bears a strong resemblance to The Enlightened
Hands proposed by Vigliensoni[16]. Comparing both sys-
tems, our interface provides unobtrusive multiuser three-
dimensional navigation and gestural control of target-based
resynthesis.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
the most relevant advances in concatenative sound synthesis
and in gesture-based interfaces. Next, in Section 3, both the
concept and the architecture of the interface are presented,
followed by the description of two different case examples,
data cloud navigation and interactive target-based mosaic-
ing, in Section 4. Finally, we present a discussion for the
system design and interaction issues, and the final conclu-
sions in Sections 5 and 6 respectively.

2. STATE OF THE ART
In this section, we present the most relevant advances in
concatenative sound synthesis and in gesture-based inter-
faces for our work.

2.1 Concatenative Sound Synthesis
Concatenative Sound Synthesis (CSS) is a process whereby
audio is created by the concatenation of many small seg-
ments of audio, called units, from a source unit database,
called a corpus. In this process, unlike in traditional gran-
ular synthesis methods, the grain selection is not arbitrary
but rather determined by the characteristics of the audio
itself. This data driven process [14] may take a given audio
input as a ”target” from which a list of audio features called
descriptors are derived.

Source units from the corpus are then selected based on
how well they match selected descriptors of the target. Typ-
ically, the multi-dimensional descriptor space is searched us-
ing a path search algorithm (e.g. Viterbi[14]) or an adaptive
local search algorithm ( e.g. Zils[20]). This process is called
unit selection. The target specification is often derived from

1http://imtr.ircam.fr/imtr/CataRT
2http://www.brunoruviaro.com/catork/
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a piece of audio[20] or from user navigation through the cor-
pus of source units.

Diemo Schwartz has been exploring real time improvisa-
tion with CataRT by analyzing and segmenting live audio
captured onstage from a musician 3. Several authors investi-
gate as well how to navigate the multidimensional descrip-
tor space, for example plumage [5], which uses a custom
3D interface to control CataRT. Compared to it, Nuvolet
relies on direct mapping from the spatial dimensions to a
three-dimensional sound space, thus achieving a touchless
but direct manipulation of the virtual timbral space.

2.2 Gesture based interfaces
A pioneering three-dimensional controller was the Radio-
Drum, by Boie and M.Mathews, which tracked the ba-
tons 3D location by radio-frequency. Another system closer
to the interface presented in this paper is Lightning, by
D.Buchla, a device which tracked the performer location in
the vertical plane by triangulating the infrared transmit-
ters built into baton-like wands. Both were introduced at
the early 1990s [3].

The Theremin-like quality of such gestural devices quickly
dives into the realms of dance, theater and interactive instal-
lations when the space and number of performers increase
[10]. Coherently, systems that utilize video capture and IR
motion capture devices had been employed since the eight-
ies for dance driven music, as Simon Veitch’s 3DIS system
[2] and David Rokeby’s VNS (Very Nervous System) [18,
19].

More recent developments employ a large number of sens-
ing devices for active location and/or motion capture. A
paradigmatic example is the Brain Opera [13], a large mul-
timedia production conceived by Tod Machover and Joseph
Paradiso in the late nineties, which implemented a num-
ber of open-air sensing techniques, ranging from capacitive
sensing for small areas to arrays of ultrasonic range finders
or microwave Doopler radars.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The Nuvolet, originally developed for a musical work writ-
ten by the catalan composer Ariadna Alsina for singer-
reciters and laptop ensemble, is designed to let a number
of performers (one to four) of the Esmuc Laptop Orches-
tra4 to explore a multidimensional representation of audio
snippets by moving their hands in the space.

3.1 Concept
According to the aesthetic intentions of the work, the per-
formers should exemplify some key concepts from the script
by visually drawing soundscapes. As the singers evoke places
attached to their childhood memories, Nuvolet players nav-
igate a sound corpus made up of field recordings from those
locations.

The sound cloud is shown to the performers as a 3D
overlay on a monitoring screen, as displayed in Figure 1.
Our main goal was to improve the communication with the
audience by an enhanced correlation between gestures and
musical outcome, achieving at the same time an increased
performability compared to the CataRT mouse based GUI.
Broad gestures amplify the perception of the player manip-
ulations, which may have a positive effect on the perceived
authenticity and expressiveness of the performance.

3.2 System architecture

Figure 1: Two performers playing the Nuvolet, as
seen in the monitoring screen

Figure 2: Nuvolet block diagram.

The system consists of a capture device and a set of software
modules, as displayed in Figure 2. A three-dimensional rep-
resentation of the performer’s location is obtained with the
Microsoft Kinect5, which provides an infrared laser projec-
tor for robust, ambient light immune depth sensing. The
stereoscopic vision is thus achieved through point cloud op-
tical triangulation and the available playing area is about
6m2, with a tracking range of 0.7 to 6 meters.

The computer vision software consists of the OpenNI6

framework, which takes care of the skeleton tracking, and
a custom openFrameworks7 application which performs the
required mapping. Only subject and hand tracking were
necessary for this project. This application also takes care of
the visualization of the sound clouds for performer feedback,
as already seen in Figure 1.

Finally, the audio synthesis engine is the concatenative
synthesis environment CataRT described in Section 1. Most
of the synthesis features required were already available in
cataRT, namely audio segmentation, corpus analysis and
target driven mosaicing. Only a polyphonic synthesis engine
was implemented to minimize interference between perform-
ers, and an OSC link was added to interchange data with

3http://www.youtube.com/theconcatenator.
4http://barcelonalaptoporchestra.blogspot.com/
5http://www.xbox.com/es-ES/Xbox360/Accessories/
kinect/Home
6http://www.openni.org/
7http://www.openframeworks.cc/
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Figure 3: Collaborative sound navigation in Nuvo-
let.

the visual layer.

4. CASE EXAMPLES
This section shows two different mapping strategies: the
first one is designed to concurrently explore two or three-
dimensional sound cloud representations of the units from
the sound corpus, and the second one is oriented towards
collaborative target-based audio mosaicing.

4.1 Descriptor space navigation
In our first scenario, a simple mouse replacement for the
CataRT data explorer was implemented, extending the orig-
inal 2D mouse-driven LCD GUI to a three-dimensional data
cloud with concurrent access to sound snippets. Users may
thus collaboratively explore the sound corpus represented
by 3 audio descriptors directly mapped to the spatial di-
mensions, as displayed in Figure 3.

For the performers’ gestures to be perceived as musically
meaningful, we mapped the vertical dimension to frequency-
related descriptors (such as the spectral centroid) and the
z (depth) dimension to energy-related descriptors (such as
the rms), which proved to be intuitively playable and easily
understandable by the audience.

Although this interaction model may seem obvious, spar-
sity and uneven population of the descriptor space makes
navigation through the units difficult, as already noted by
[14, 15].

4.2 Interactive mosaicing
A second mapping strategy was implemented to allow the
performers to explore target-driven audio mosaicing. It is
necessary to incorporate a virtual time pointer in the in-
terface, for example as a given path which the user should
follow to retrieve the minimum distance audio units for a
faithful reconstruction of the target. This pointer is then
sent to CataRT as the desired target position, and CataRT
itself then chooses the closest matching units from the cor-
pus.

The spatial trajectory associated with this target should
be preset in advance. If it is the user who chooses a suit-
able, continuous path, it could, for example, define a pic-
torial shape which may have a semantic relationship with
the target. For example, when reconstructing a whispered
voice from sea recordings, drawing a shape halfway between
a lip and a wave turned out to be rather suggestive.

The new mapping is schematized in Figure 4. Note how
the cloud along the predefined XY path (the target path)
now consists of slices in YZ, normal to the path plane. For
each target frame, the YZ plane displays all the corpus units
located according to the descriptor distances.

Figure 4: Gesture mapping for realtime target-
based mosaicing

Figure 5: dimension space plots for four different
gestural interfaces

This new mapping provided a richer experience to the
performers, but concurrent use of the interface was less ob-
vious.

5. DISCUSSION
The presented interface lies between the archetypes of a
musical instrument and an interactive installation. Depend-
ing on the specific focus, its reference paradigm can range
from sonification of gestural information to gesture-based
sonic exploration. Figure 5 displays the 7-axis dimension
space plots (see [1]) of Nuvolet, a virtuosistic interface like
M. Waisvisz’s The Hands, Jaap Blonk’s solo from Messa
di Voce, a performance and installation for voice and in-
teractive visuals [7] and the collective tangible interface Re-
acTable, from Sergi Jordà. Nuvolet lies between The Hands
and Messa di Voce, which also explores the realms of voice
visualization, but is clearly shifted towards a sound instal-
lation profile.

The very nature of the interface imposes severe constraints
on a number of desirable features for musical instruments,
as listed in [12], like generality or perceivable correspon-
dence between performer effort and sound quality. More-
over, the lack of the haptic channel for feedback in open-
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air controllers increases the cognitive demands in such in-
terfaces [17], which makes the trade-off between precision
and agility even harder. These issues are most successfully
addressed in smaller, instrumental interfaces, as with the
Silent Drum Controller [11].

We observed however that through practice, performers
were gradually less dependent on the visual cues and relied
more on proprioception and kinesthetic feedback, but at the
cost of being too static onstage.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We presented Nuvolet, a gestural interface for collaborative
exploration of sound clouds and interactive target-based au-
dio mosaicing. Nuvolet offers direct manipulation of mul-
tidimensional representations of sound corpuses by moving
the hands on the space. A number of mapping strategies
were studied, as well as an evaluation of the defining fea-
tures of the new interface. Despite its rather satisfactory
behavior in a restricted context, the challenges inherent in
the design of open-air interfaces pose some unavoidable is-
sues which deserve further research.

A logical addition to the interface could be a simultaneous
gestural control of the sound spatialisation and an adoption
of the general GDIF OSC namespace for exchanging of ges-
ture related information between the software modules, in
the line of [9], as well as the definition of a semantic map-
ping layer if more complex and multiuser input gestures are
adopted [8] .
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